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Abstract: A good representation is a key to unlock efficient learning for real-
world robot manipulation. However, common manipulation-relevant datasets do
not always have all the modalities (e.g., videos, actions, proprioceptive states) pre-
sented in robotic manipulation. As a result, existing approaches to representation
learning, which assume full data modalities, cannot be easily scaled to consume all
the data; instead, they can only be applied to a subset of modality sufficient data,
which limits the effectiveness of representation learning. In this work, we present
an end-to-end transformer-based pretraining method called HEETR (Heteromodal
End-to-End Transformer for Robotic manipulation) that can learn a representa-
tion for efficient adaptation using all data regardless of their available modalities.
We demonstrate the merits of this design and establish new state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on Robosuite/Robomimic and Meta-World benchmarks.

1 Introduction

Recent progress in training large-scale general-purpose representations, sometimes called founda-
tion models (FM) [1], has significantly advanced computer vision (CV) and natural language pro-
cessing (NLP). But it hasn’t had nearly the same effect on robotic manipulation. While many at-
tribute this to the lack of sufficient quantities of robotics-relevant data, we argue that this field’s
data issue is more subtle and propose a new method that exploits the structure of available robotic
manipulation data for effective representation learning.

Ideal training data for robotic manipulation is diverse and multimodal, consisting of matching se-
quences of video frames, depth maps, proprioceptive states, control inputs, rewards, language in-
structions, etc. However, realistically available manipulation-relevant datasets are heteromodal:
each of them typically has only a subset of these modalities. Some of these datasets – those com-
prised of annotated videos – are actually very large [2–5]. Unfortunately, since they don’t include
control inputs, they aren’t enough per se to learn a percepto-motor representation that could drive a
robot directly. We call such datasets modally deficient (MD) in constrast to the ideal modally suf-
ficient (MS) datasets containing both percepts and actions. MD datasets are typically used to train
perceptual representations [6–8], which are then adapted with the help of MS data at test time.

Because MS datasets are more expensive to collect, existing MS datasets [9, 10] are not sufficiently
large to learn a percepto-motor representation as general as, e.g., GPT-3 for NLP [11]. In the mean-
time, findings from CV literature [12] suggest that pretraining with a small amount of labeled mul-
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titask (MS) data combined with large amounts of unlabeled data of a single modality (MD) can
significantly reduce adaptation-time data needed for achieving good target task performance. The
question is, then: can we learn good representations by mixing abundant MD and scarce MS data
in an end-to-end pretraining process for robotic manipulation as well?

In this work, we give a preliminary affirmative answer to this question. We present an end-to-
end transformer-based pretraining method called HEETR (Heteromodal End-to-End Transformer
for Robotic manipulation) that leverages MD and MS data in concert for efficient adaptation.

Figure 1: HEETR architecture. Each input is passed
through a modality-specific encoder, if present; a
trainable embedding is used for missing inputs. The
encoded sequence is processed by a transformer and
used to predict the next action.

Many works have applied transformers to model
sequential decision-making [13–20] by autore-
gressive prediction-based losses. These losses
work well on MS data, which contain actions
that serve as stable prediction targets. However,
MD datasets with only high-dimensional percepts
(e.g., videos) present a problem. Predicting raw
video frames autoregressively in pixel space is
very expensive and captures unnecessary detail,
while autoregressive prediction in a latent space
can easily lead to representation collapse. Other
than freezing perceptual modules, one can also
use contrastive or reconstructive losses [21, 22],
but they depend on tricky-to-tune aspects such as
the choice of negative examples.

Fortunately, representation collapse is not an is-
sue for autoregressive latent prediction on MD
datasets as long as (a) the training process lever-
ages MD and MS data at the same time, and (b) the two kinds of datasets share some of the high-
dimensional modalities. We design HEETR to alternate between sampling batches from MD and
MS datasets. In this way, the action prediction loss defined on the MS data can act as a represen-
tation stabilizer while the autoregressive latent prediction loss defined on the much larger MD data
can enable extracting a rich set of features. We demonstrate the merits of this design by establishing
new state-of-the-art performanace across 9 challenging Robosuite/Robomimic [23, 24] tasks, and
on the most challenging split of the Metaworld benchmark [25], ML50.

2 HEETR architecture and training

Architecture. The architecture design is depicted in Figure 1. We base our model on Decision
Transformer (DT) [14] (which is based on GPT-2 [26]), but make several important changes:

• Positional embedding for variable trajectory length. The length of trajectories varies widely
across realistic robotic manipulation datasets. Therefore, unlike DT, HEETR doesn’t impose a
positional embedding based on the maximum trajectory horizon but uses a relative positional
embedding. HEETR assigns positional embeddings based on an entry’s position in a fixed-size
window as opposed to its time step used by DT. This relative embedding scheme makes HEETR
more data efficient than the original DT version when the trajectory lengths are not fixed.

• No rewards. Unlike DT, HEETR doesn’t use rewards or returns and operates in a (multitask) imi-
tation learning mode. Realistic robotics data come at best with sparse rewards that are heuristically
assigned. We found pretraining a model to condition on returns of such rewards to be problem-
atic, because of variability in trajectory lengths across tasks and even across initial states within a
task. We believe more research is needed to allow robust learning from suboptimal trajectories in
common multitask, reward-impoverished robotic manipulation scenarios.

• Goal conditioning. To enable HEETR to generate a trajectory for a given task, we train it to con-
dition on task descriptions in the form of goal images. Conditioning on other ways of specifying
tasks such as language can be easily used instead [17, 27, 28].
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• Input modalities, embeddings, and augmentations In addition to goal images, HEETR inputs
proprioceptive states, multicamera image observations, and actions as inputs at each time step. It
can be easily extended to support others, such as depth maps and language instructions. Actions
and proprioceptive states are encoded using linear layers. For multicamera image observations,
we adopt the encoder from [24] (which applies a random crop augmentation to each image, passes
it through a ResNet18 instance, then a spatial softmax layer [29], and finally a small MLP).

• Missing-modality placeholders. For each modality, HEETR has a learnable vector used in place
of the encoder when that modality is missing from a given trajectory/dataset.

The embeddings are passed to the transformer according to Fig. 1 and finally actions are predicted
by a linear head applied to the transformer output.

Pretraining. We make the following assumptions on data:

1. HEETR has access to a collection D of datasets. Each dataset D ∈ D consists of sequences over
a set of modalities MD and has a set of losses LD defined over modalities in MD.

2. Each dataset D ∈ D shares at least one modality M with at least one other dataset D′ ∈ D , and
at least one loss associated with each dataset uses modality M as input. Note that this does not
imply that D and D′ have to have any data in common or share all modalities.

3. At least one dataset D ∈ D is MS (i.e., contains both actions and perceptions), and at least one
loss in LD uses actions as the prediction target.

For example, suppose we have MS D = Bridge dataset [10] and MD D′ = Ego4D [2]. They
have the video modality in common. If we define a video frame embedding prediction loss over D′

and an action prediction loss over D that uses video frames as input, then sets D and D′ satisfy the
assumptions above. However, note that videos contained in each dataset are completely distinct.

We associate a probability pD to each dataset such that
∑

D∈D pD = 1 and a coefficient λL ≥ 0
with each loss L ∈

⋃
D∈D LD. HEETR pretraining consists of repeatedly sampling batches from

different datasets D with probability pD and minimizing Lpre(θ) = ED∼pD

∑
L∈LD

λLL(θ). The
losses used in this work are described below:

• For τ with actions, an action prediction mean squared error (MSE) loss LA(τ ; θ) =
∑

t ∥at −
âθ(τ)t∥22, where at is the action at time t, âθ(τ) is the HEETR’s predictions for all actions in the
sequence. Each âθ(τ)t depends only on the given goal and history up to time t within the window.

• A video prediction loss that encourages the transformer representation to contain information
useful for predicting the future. For each t ∈ [1, T − k], HEETR minimizes a MSE loss L(k)

V

between a prediction of the image embedding at time t+ k using information available up to time
t, and the output of the encoder. Note that if a dataset contains only videos, L(k)

V is autoregressive
and can lead to representation collapse if not stabilized by another loss such as LA.

Fine-Tuning. At test time, we are given a dataset Dft containing MS demonstrations of a single
target task. We update the model using behavioral cloning, minimizing Lft(θ) = Eτ∼Dft [LA(τ ; θ)].
To mitigate overfitting, some of the model’s parameters may be frozen during this stage,

3 Experiments

We first validate HEETR in a single-task, no-pretraining mode on 9 Robosuite/Robomimic tasks,
and then demonstrate its utility in a multitask pretraining mode on Metaworld.

Robosuite/Robomimic: HEETR’s performance in a challenging single-task mode. To vali-
date HEETR’s architecture, we train it in single-task behavior cloning (BC) mode on 9 Robosuite’s
single-arm (Panda, 6 DoF) tasks. For each task, we gather 75 demonstrations by controlling the
arm using Robosuite’s keyboard interface. HEETR achieves the following success rates across 5
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Figure 2: Meta-World results

seeds: Lift – 97.6%, Stack – 84%, Door – 67.6%, PickPlaceCan – 77%, PickPlaceMilk – 54%,
PickPlaceBread – 76.4%, PickPlaceCereal – 69.6%, NutAssemblySquare – 55.6%, NutAssembly-
Round – 46.4%. To our knowledge, this is state of the art on these tasks for learning with sparse
or no rewards on this amount of data. Our main point of comparison is BC-RNN [24]’s results, but
they are available only for Robomimic’s NutAssemblySquare, PickPlaceCan, and Lift data. On the
data we gathered for other tasks, that BC-RNN implementation achieves the success rate of 0.

Meta-World: evaluating HEETR in the pretraining mode. Recall that HEETR was designed to
take advantage of pretraining jointly on MD and MS datasets. In this section, we compare HEETR’s
performance in the single-task behavior cloning mode to the performance of HEETR pretrained on
video-only as well as on a MS multitask dataset and then adapted to individual tasks.

Specifically, we consider the ML50 split of Meta-World [25], which consists of 45 training tasks and
5 target tasks: door-lock, door-unlock, hand-insert, bin-picking, and box-close. We use the version
of Meta-World with high-dimensional observations: at each time step, the agent receives an image
from the task’s corner camera and the Sawyer arm’s 18-dimensional proprioceptive state. For each
of the 5 target tasks, we use Meta-World’s provided scripted policies with noise set to 0 to generate
75 demonstration trajectories. We then produce several datasets for each task: containing 5, 10, 25,
50, and 75 shortest trajectories out of the 75. As a baseline, we train HEETR in the single-task mode
on each of these datasets for each task, and average the success rate of the resulting policies over
10 seeds. For a given task, we train for 10 epochs of 500 sampled batches, each batch consisting of
256 trajectory segments of length 30, at the learning rate of 5× 10−4. The resulting performance is
presented in the HEETR (no pretr) plots in Figure 2.

To measure the effect of HEETR pretraining, we generate two pretraining datasets using the remain-
ing 45 tasks. For 3 of these tasks – pick-out-of-hole, door-open, and pick-place-wall – we generate
15 trajectories per task using the aforementioned scripted policies. These trajectories comprise our
MS pretraining dataset. For the remaining 42 tasks, we generate 100 trajectories per task using the
aforementioned scripted policies, but record only the video frames. These 4200 videos form our MD
dataset. For comparison, we perform pretraining with (HEETR plots in in Figure 2) and without
using the MD dataset (HEETR (no video) plots in in Figure 2). During pretraining for HEETR, we
sample batches from the MD dataset with p = 0.3 and apply the video frame embedding prediction
loss to them. The batches from the MS dataset are sampled with p = 0.7 and are used to compute
both the video loss and the action prediction loss. After pretraining for 15 epochs, we adapt the
resulting HEETR model to each of the 5 target tasks by continuing to train it for 10 epochs on the
5-, 10-, 25-, 50-, and 75-trajectory per-task datasets mentioned earlier.

There are two notable trends in the results. (1) HEETR matches or outperforms the other models
for most tasks and adaptation dataset sizes. (2) The MS dataset’s tasks are reasonably similar to the
door-unlock, hand-insert, and bin-picking target tasks. HEETR (no video) does well on these tasks
and matches HEETR’s performance on them. But on door-lock and box-close, HEETR performs
better. We conjecture that this is due to HEETR seeing more diverse video data during pretraining.
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